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Witch slap th10 army composition 2019

Witches, released in 2013, is the cast that has been buffed and nerfed more than any other troupe in Clash of Clans. Witches were very powerful when they were first released and popular in GoWiWi strategy for a long time, but when the skeletons were nerfed not to trigger more traps, they became one of the most useless troops. Witch
had a lot of buffs and nerves after that, but, they faced their biggest buff in the October 2016 update. Their HP was increased by a whopping 140% and a few other changes were made. The Witch Slap strategy was actually launched in June 2017.After the Builder Hall 6 update, some bugs caused witches to spawn skeletons relentlessly,
even as they walked. This has caused the strategy now to be called the Witch Slap, although the bug has been fixed, but the strategy is still extremely powerful, especially at City Hall 9. Now let's take a look at how it works. Careful! This guide focuses on City Hall 9 mainly - here's a guide to TH10 and TH11How Slap WitchWitch Works
slap is pretty easy to run in general. Drop 4-5 Witches with a couple of healers on two corners of the base. When the funnel is created, drop a Golem followed by 2-3 Wizards and Archer Queen, deploy the barbarian king and bowlers of your clan castle - this will decimate the core while your witches take care of the business on both sides
(the sides you chose at the beginning depending on where you deployed them) from the base. However, there are a few points that you need to be very careful about; for example, the funnel must be precise. If the funnel has been badly done, the healers will leave the witches and help your main team kill, leaving them very vulnerable - as
you can see here: This can cost you the 3-star victory. So let me explain the main part of this strategy, but just before we get to that point, let's take a look at other statistics on this strategy. What level townhall does Witch Slap Work? Townhall 9Pros of Witch SlapThis Strategy runs on a variety of bases and can easily sweep most popular
anti 3-star bases (except for those who are anti-witch)High Success in Clan warCons of Witch SlapExtremely expensive in Dark Elixir Two Heroes must be at a decent levelMain Purpose of this attackClan War (Trophy pushing with this strategy is not recommended)Army composition for Witch Slap8-10 Witches1 Golem2-3 wizardsFill with
cleanup troops (Archers Goblins, etc.) Max Bowlers in the CCSpell composition for Witch Slap2 Jump Spell1 Rage Spell1 Healing Spell1 Poison SpellAnother Poison Spell in the ccOf of course you can play with the composition in from the base you're attacking, but you should have 8 Witches and 4 Healers at least. Now, with all that
being said, let's get into the basics. Witch Slap step by stepThis style of attack is not at all so difficult to understand. The basic criteria of this strategy is: Divide your witches - Healers into two groups, each consisting of 4-5 supported by 2 HealersChoose the correct correct to start the attack and drop the groups on each corner as soon as
the funnel is set up correctly, Drop your Golem followed by a couple Wizards and the QueenDrop Archer wall breakers if necessary - use Jump Spell (s) to open the baseDeploy your barbarian king and bowlers your Castle Castle Clan the Rage and Heal Spell(s) if necessary when your team kill reaches the corePoison spells on defending
CCClean troops it upPretty easy, huh? Not at all. There are two things you need to be very careful about when you are going to use this strategy: Scouting the right baseCreating the Funnel1. ScoutingThere are several things you need to look for when you find a base to attack with this strategy. A) The location of the Air Defenses, Healers
are the main support troop of the witches, respectively Skeletons. They will help him master damage splashing buildings (such as Mortar and Wizard Towers). If air defenses are compensated, but out of the reach of witches, then they can easily shoot healers making your witches very vulnerable and after that, all of his skeletons are dead
so that the point defenses will easily kill them. B) X-Bows and splash defensesA something else you should be careful about are X-Bows. Only X-Bows can really kill your witches while they are healed by healers, so if the witches are targeted by an X-Bow and any other point/damage splash, your witches may die one by one before your
team of killing reaches the core. Also be careful on offset Wizards Towers! If the base has none of these defensive features, you are good to go with this strategy 2. Creating the funnelThe funnel is the key to any successful attack. No one wants their troops to circle around the base instead of going to the core. The funnel should be
right and the groups of witches should be away from the kill squad or the healers will simply leave the witches! So make sure the healers will stay with the witch groups and then nothing will hurt the ladies and they'll just slap the defender away for a 3 star win. Conclusion Overall, I find this strategy very enjoyable and I use it quite often
since I am a TH9 myself. With all these Larry's all over the base, it's fun to slap someone. But, people began to defend themselves against this strategy (but by far not everyone). I still find some pretty easy basics at Slap and I wanted to cover this strategy before everyone starts defending themselves against it so that you guys who are
unknown to this strategy yet, can have fun with that. Check out our guide to defending against witches here. Now, as always, let me know in the comment below how you like and also ask me questions, suggest some ideas about the guides I should or you guys want me to do  August 18, 2019 #1 Army 4 Healers 2 Minions 9 Witches
12 Bowlers Siege Machine: Wallwrecker CC: Pekka, 2 Giants Spells 1 Heal 2 Rage 1 Jump 2 Freeze 1 poison CC: 1 spell freeze ☡ TIPS FOR SUCCESS SUCCESS ✔ to 3-star max bases at war consistently: 'Heroes must be at least lvl 35' - Max TH 10 troops only ✔ Always spot the base and locate both the infernal towers and clan
castle. ✔ The wallwrecker must stay long enough to pull out the first infernal tower - the cc troops on the way to the core of the base. ✔ Use the jump spell to get to the 2nd blaze and escape the core ✔ always attack a flat side of the base. If you attack from the area, your troops will usually circle the base. ✔ Be careful when attacking the
bases of the ring ✔ PRATIC, PRATIC, MEMORIZE RAID OBJECTIVES - PRATIC a little more!!! ... TH10 Witch Slap Raid Goals ... ⚀ Determine the best side of the base to attack. Make sure the cc can't flank your army. If there is a CC offset attract it. Always remember, the CC must be out on the way to the core. ⚁ approach the side of
the base so you can access the two infernal towers as the wallwrecker descends and your jump spell has been used. ⚂ Deploy 4 witches and then 2 healers to target them to 1 corner, then repeat on the opposite corner. Deploy 4 witches and then 2 healers to target them. ⚃ Wait a few moments to allow the witches to start funneling on
the corners. Take note of the location of the town hall, then deploy your wallwrecker in the middle or at an angle that will allow it to break your army into the core of the base. ⚄ Deploy your last witch to the side with the most structures behind the WW. After the WW breaks into the base deploy your bowlers in a tight line behind the WW,
followed by the archer queen and then you king. ⚅ Deploy your first spell of rage on the army as it breaks into the first layer of the base. Keep an eye out for the unique target hells that lock on your wallwrecker and heroes too soon. Use 1-2 gel spells to make sure your WW army is made in core 7 ⚠️ your army moves into the base
deploying the poison spell on CC defensive troops - as they converge deploy your healing spell to boost your army. The healing spell should overlap your rage spell about halfway. 8 ☣ Remember to use your first 2 freezing spells to protect the wallwrecker and killsquad. Use the second rage as you engage the nucleus. The spell of rage
should overlap your healing spell. 9 Deploy the 3rd frost spell on the 2nd round of hell if it has not already dropped. 10 Mese the most of your hero abilities. Always watch the unique target hells and use your king's ability to power through the 11⛔fuse the jump spell to break the army out of the core - access the 2nd infernal tower if it
is still in place. 12 Deploy cleaning minions to help flank witches. Make sure you don't Fall your minions where there are no defenses that can target them 13⭐⭐⭐ .... COLLECT YOUR 3 STARS.... ⭐⭐⭐ DO NOT DO: ❗ Don't be hesitant to use your king ability to power through the core. Don't hold it for too long - keep an eye on the single
target hells ❗Use AQ's ability to keep it alive until the end PLEASE DO NOT LOVE LIKE, COMMENTARY, AND AND AND  To support the channel and continue to stamp on the hateful please consider becoming a channel. Membership comes with many different benefits which is guaranteed to enhance your viewing experience! With
options as low as $0.99, this is a great way to help you make sure I continue to produce the content you want to for iOS users who want to support the channel and become a paid member please use the following link: Patreon: Music provided by No Copyright Sounds
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